1. The Royal Geographical Society (with The Institute of British Geographers) welcomes this opportunity to comment on the inquiry into career guidance for young people.

2. The Society is the Learned Society and professional body for geography and geographers. It was founded in 1830 for the advancement of geographical science. The Society maintains a strong overview of the discipline, its position and its practice in schools, higher education, and the workplace, including professional accreditation. We advise on and support its advancement, dissemination and practice in these realms and within wider public engagement and policy. We have 15,000 members and Fellows and, as a charity, our work reaches millions each year.

3. Each year the Society works on a face-to-face basis with teachers and pupils from more than half of English secondary schools and our online educational resources receive 400,000+ ‘user sessions’ annually. We lead the development of subject specific support for further study and careers within geography. This work draws on our strength in supporting the discipline across schools, in higher education and within the professions.

Extending the statutory duty on careers advice
4. We believe that the statutory requirement for careers guidance should be extended. In a recent consultation by the Department for Education on careers guidance for schools, sixth form colleges and Further Education institutions, the Society welcomed the proposal to extend the new duty downwards to Year 8 (age 12-13) pupils from September 2013. We believe this would provide pupils with an early introduction to guidance around careers and further study.

5. We believe that the extension of the duty for schools to provide careers advice to this younger age group (Year 8) should help them to understand the importance of key subjects in enabling a wide range of further study and career options, particularly the English Baccalaureate (EBacc) subjects (of which geography is included as one of the choice of humanity subjects), in preparation for making choices to study them at GCSE. We have also stated that greater encouragement should also be provided for teachers at this stage to include, where appropriate in their subject specialist teaching, case studies about the relevance and applications of specific subjects to further study and in the workplace. The Society provides high quality case studies on its online careers web pages and ‘Going Places with Geography’ publication.

6. In this same recent consultation by the Department for Education on careers advice the Society also stated that we would welcome the extension of the new duty to secure independent, impartial careers guidance for young people aged 16-18, to help inform their choices of further study and careers beyond school. In our experience, too few pupils have a good grasp of the wide range of career opportunities that studying specific subjects and groups of subjects at A Level offer.

7. The Society would also wish to see greater use by teachers and careers advisors of the Russell Group of Universities Informed Choices report which identifies a preferred list of ‘facilitating subjects’ at A Level. We note the importance of the EBacc family of subjects at GCSE and the Informed Choices ‘facilitating subjects’ at A Level and the inclusion of geography within both.
8. Furthermore, subject specialist teachers should be encouraged to engage with careers and further study on an on-going basis within their subject teaching. The Society would prefer to see this approach instead of a subject’s relevance to the workplace being (as is often the case now) relegated to a few sentences in a Year 9 options booklet.

**Careers advice support**

9. In our experience the careers services on offer to and in schools are very variable and have not met that need for many young people. All too often there is also a lack of up to date and useful information for prospective students about higher education courses on offer and how the various study options at GCSE and A level support future careers choices. Without information such as this there is a risk that young people, and their parents, will not see the ways in which more traditional and academic courses, such as geography, actually deliver great employability benefits.

10. In addition to the provision of general independent careers guidance the Society believes there is a need for a greater focus on the provision of careers and further study advice within a subject specialist context. In common with other learned bodies the Society has the best interests of our subject and its practice at heart, rather than the ‘conflicting interests that affect each of the other stakeholder groups’ (Ofqual 2012*). We believe in this regard that we provide an example of good practice which could be further developed within other subject disciplines.

11. The Society’s own programme for those interested in following a career in geography, draws on our close links with not only schools, but also higher education, employers and professional geographers in the workplace to highlight the wide range of careers that geographers head into. This information is available on our own website and through the Society’s Ambassadors programme (as referenced in point 5). We believe this substantial existing careers guidance, which is regularly updated, could be further promoted and used as a resource by careers advisers. We have also suggested that the Department for Education may wish to consider whether, and how, these could be promoted for use more widely.

12. Our own programme for careers advice support includes the following:

**Face to face guidance and inspiration:**

12.1. The Society’s Ambassadors programme recruits, trains and supports geographers currently at university and graduate geographers from the workplace to act as ambassadors for geography in the classroom. The ambassadors are able to introduce younger students to the benefits of studying at university, of studying geography and encourage them to pursue the subject further, acting as positive role models for pupils and illustrating specific and transferable skills that can be developed as a geographer and how they are used in the workplace. The scheme also offers schools the opportunity to strengthen links with their local Higher Education Institutes and businesses.

12.2. Ambassadors visit schools to give presentations to Key Stage 3 and 4 pupils focusing on the relevance of further study in geography at GCSE, AS, A2 and degree level and on how studying geography can lead to a wide range of careers that draw upon either the knowledge or the skills learned, or both. In 2011 the programme was expanded through a partnership with Esri UK (the UK’s leading supplier of Geographical Information Systems) and the development of a new cohort of workplace ‘GIS Ambassadors’.

12.3. The Geography Ambassadors programme was launched in 2006. Since this time it has provided presentations to c150,000 pupils and currently reaches 30,000+ pupils annually. More than 1,200 presentations about the relevance of geography to further study and careers were provided to 37,000 school pupils last year alone. The Ambassadors act as informed and passionate advocates and role models for the relevance of geography and help showcase the importance of their subject in the real world. Feedback on the programme has been overwhelmingly positive. Teachers have commented that it has opened their
pupils’ eyes to the wide range of jobs that geographers do and also helped increase uptake in this subject as a result.

12.4. The Society runs a number of popular conferences each year ("Going Places with Geography") which provide careers guidance from speakers from Higher Education, business, statutory and civil society organisations. Our most recent event on the 4th July attracted an audience of 370 pupils.

**Online careers advice and guidance**

12.5. Our online careers advice for pupils provides information on career options and the skills and knowledge the subject provides students with and what this means that they – as prospective employees - will be able to offer employers, and what they look for. The site also contains a number of career profiles that geography lends itself to, in areas including travel and leisure, the environment and sustainability, business, international development, and mapping.

12.6. When heading towards choices at degree level, our Study Geography pages provide pupils (and their parents and teachers) with information about each UK University that provides a degree programme for geography. Further links are provided to the previously mentioned (section 12.5) careers advice, with additional links to videos of geography undergraduates giving advice about choosing a course and of young graduate geographers speaking about their careers and the range of skills and experiences geography has enabled them to develop, and a report ‘Demand for Geography’ which outlines how the skills, knowledge and understanding gained during a geography degree are in demand by businesses.

12.5 The Society has been encouraging teachers (as highlighted in point 5) to embed case studies of relevant careers undertaken by geographers within their lessons. For example, this might include starting a unit of work on the location of a supermarket with a case study of a planner; featuring the work of a flood prevention officer to introduce hydrology; or geographers working in international business and finance as part of work on globalisation. In this way pupils can immediately see the relevance and real world application of their geographical studies to a wide range of potential careers. Teachers can also draw on the aforementioned case studies (section 12.5 and 12.6) found on the Society’s website.

**The role of targeted support for specific groups**

13. Our programme also plays a key role in inspiring and raising awareness of opportunities and benefits of higher education amongst hard to reach communities in inner city schools, thus contributing significantly to the widening participation agenda, and there is considerable potential to expand our geography ambassadors programme for hard to reach pupils and schools.

14. A second model that the Society has used successfully is in raising aspirations through sixth form level fieldwork master classes. These residential weeks, led by the Society and fully funded, and supported by young Geography Ambassadors, have led to demonstrable development of confidence, skills and aspirations. So, too has the Society’s sister project of supporting young people from the most disadvantaged backgrounds in undertaking mentored ‘gap’ experiences and has encouraged young people to aim high, achieve and succeed in higher education.
Consultation from the Department for Education on careers guidance for schools, sixth form colleges and further education institutions: [http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/14306/](http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/14306/). The deadline was 01 August 2012 and the Society response can be read here: [http://www.rgs.org/NR/rdonlyres/7493B3F6-CAA7-46FF-B84C-D28FAEC4C8A/0/RoyalGeographicalSocietyresponseDfEcareersguidanceconsultation2012.pdf](http://www.rgs.org/NR/rdonlyres/7493B3F6-CAA7-46FF-B84C-D28FAEC4C8A/0/RoyalGeographicalSocietyresponseDfEcareersguidanceconsultation2012.pdf)
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